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ABSTRACTION

Literature for me is an important tool in life. In terms of reading or appreciation of literature we can learn and understand about human beings and humanity. With good intentions, this in turn can enhance personal qualities. But literature is often forgotten, even those who understand it is a party of certain people only. The lack of facilities, a container that can provide information or the opportunity for people to appreciate the literary is one of the causes of this situation occurs. This is what triggered me to bring a House Appreciation of Literature.

Literature Appreciation building was later a container which can hold the lovers of literature and litterateur. To be a place to find references, sources of inspiration or literary publications. Also expected this to be an opportunity for those who want to know about literature.

The theme used is satire is a literary genre. The Application via a description of characteristics. Then visualize the characters as to produce a thematic formation. Expected shape of this building will become a more value that improves the quality of this building this building beside the function itself.